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ABSTRACT : Electron collection by a bare tether and electron collection and
ejection by a plasma contactor are analysed. Charge exchange is presented
from an unified viewpoint, based on the Orbital Motion Limited current as a
current gauge, and on graphs for 0 versus &pR2lr2 [<P(r) is potential field,
0p and R are bias and radius of electrode, respectively]. A recent application
to the International Space Station is discussed.
RESUME : On analyse contacteurs de plasma pour collecter ou ejecter des
electrons, and amarres spatiales non-enrobees ('bare tethers') comme collecteurs.
On presente echange de charge selon un point de vue unifie, base sur le courant
'Orbital Motion Limited' comme jauge de courants, et sur le graphique O <DpR2/r2 [0(r) est champ potentiel, Op et R sont potentiel et rayon de
l'electrode, respectivement]. On decrit une recente application a la Station
Spatiale Internationale.
1 - INTRODUCTION
Proper circuitry bias can make a Langmuir probe to draw no net current from a
laboratory plasma. Usually conditions can be taken as isotropic, an electrically floating
probe then satisfying a local relation: it draws net current nowhere on the probe surface,
which keeps equipotential. One electron will leak out for each electron incident at any point
on the probe because impacting ions carry an electron away in leaving as neutrals.
Conductors orbiting in space behave quite differently. They naturally float
electrically, but anisotropy effects are ubiquitous. In LEO orbit, spacecraft (S/C) speed Usat
is hypersonic as regards (mainly oxygen) ions, resulting in ram and wake effects with
current collection non-uniform over the probe surface. Also, when the S/C is not in eclipse,
electron photoemission makes sunlit surfaces to be more positive, and collect net negative
current from the ionosphere, the opposite holding for surfaces in the shade. All this results
in permanent currents and ohmic voltage drops across a S/C.
The geomagnetic field B0 makes the electron flow anisotropic too. Often,
however,floatingbias is negative and logarithmically large against the electron temperature
Te; with electrons in near (Boltzmann) equilibrium, directional effects come out to be
weak. On the other hand, the motional electric field UsatAB0 results in induced bias of
order of 0.1 V/m in the S/C frame. Since Te is about 0.1 eV, a typical floating S/C may
sustain a substantial nonuniformity in bias.
Long, thin bodies such as tethers (length L » radius R) are extreme examples of
effective motionally induced bias. Thin bodies range from the tin and copper dipoles placed
in orbit at 30001cm heights forty years ago (L ~ 10 cm), to antennas (L ~ 30 m), to tethers
(L ~ 10 km). For electrically floating bare tethers, which have been suggested as optimum
electron-beam sources [1], full bias is much greater than the ion ram energy (~ 5 eV for
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oxygen ions); a fraction (mjmtf13 « 0.03 of tether length then collects just electrons, which
leak out over the remaining segment. For the small dipoles and for antennas, on the other
hand, bias is everywhere negative, with net electron current at one end and net ion current at
the other [2].
As a S/C moves in orbit its floating state will vary quasisteadily following changes
in ambient conditions. Occasionally, however, sudden events (say, e-beam or electricthruster firing) will violently disturb the near-equilibrium, taking rapidly the S/C to a new
floating condition; active charge control through plasma contactors may be required to
avoid extreme floating states. Contactors are being used to mitigate danger of arcing in the
International Space Station (ISS), which has a 160 V primary power-generation system [3].
It has been suggested that a (non-floating) bare tether used in power generation,
deorbiting or thrust, may efficiently collect electrons over some anodic segment [4]. Bare
tethers have been shown more efficient than passive end-body electron collectors [5], [6],
However, the bare tether, while doing away with the need for anodic contactor, will require
some active cathode that allows it not to float. Electron collection by tethers and electron
collection or emission by plasma contactors are discussed in Sees. 2 and 3 from certain
unified point of view. In Sec. 4 a recent application of both plasma contactors and bare
tethers in the ISS is discussed.
2 - CHARGE COLLECTION BY ELECTRODYNAMIC TETHERS
2.1-WIRE TETHERS
A bare tether collects current as a cylindrical Langmuir probe. Although bias
varies along its length, a typical ratio length/thickness is of order 106, bare tethers
collecting current per unit length as if uniformly biased at the local value. The electron
current / to a probe at rest in a collisionless, unmagnetized, Maxwellian plasma of density
Nm and temperatures Te and Th may be written as
/ = /,/, x a junction of e&p/kTe, R//tDe, Tf/Te,
(1)
where Ig, = 2nRL x eN„ x ^jkTe/2mne is the random current, Xr>e is Debye length, and R,
L, and <Pp are probe radius, length, and voltage bias. In general, determinining electron
trajectories to obtain the collected current / requires solving Poisson's equation for 0 (/•),
d \ eQ>
^-1L
(2)
r dr dr\kTj J iVoo N{
with boundary conditions 0 = 0P > 0 at r = R, @->0 as r -»oo. The theory of highly
positive cylindrical probes has been fairly advanced recently [7]-[9].
Both the electric field - V0 and the probe acting as a sink of particles affect densities
Ne and Nt, and thus 0(f) itself. For e&P » kTh kTe values of interest, the repelledparticle density Nt follows the Boltzmann law
Nt *Nxexp(-e0/kTd
(3)
except near the probe, where JV,- is fully negligible anyway. As regards Ne, since all
electrons originate at infinity and the Vlasov equation conserves the distribution function
fe(r,v) along trajectories, we have fe(r,v) =fei^y^ (undisturbed Maxwellian) if the F,v
trajectory traced back in time reaches infinity, and fe (r,v) = 0 otherwise. Energy is also
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conserved and feM is isotropic, values for r, v thus determining the value of feu in terms
of the local potential <Hf). The density Ne(r) may then be expressed as an integral of feu
over axial velocity v. and (allowed ranges of) angular momentum J and energy E in the
perpendicular plane, which are all three conserved,
J =merve,

E = ^-v2

+^-v92 - e O .

(4a, b)

A trivial vz integration, and a change of variables vnvo-^E,
rr exp(-£ /kTe)dEdJ
Ne = A T J J

,

'

, ,

J, yields
(5)

where we defined
Jr2(E) = 2wer2[£ + e<P(r)].
(6)
The ^-integral only covers positive values and must be carried out once for vr < 0
(incoming electrons) and again for vr > 0 (electrons that have turned outwards at a radius
between r and R); the /-integral is made to cover just positive values by writing dJ -*• 2dJ.
The /-range of integration in Eq.(5) is both E- and r-dependent Extreme values J=0
and J=J£E) correspond to zero azimuthal and radial velocities respectively; the obvious
condition / < Jr2(E) in (5) may be read as E > Ur (J2) = - e<P(r) + ffrmj*
(radial
effective potential energy). Angular momentum may be further limited, however:
i) For an incoming electron of energy E > 0 to actually reach r, vr2 must
have been positive throughout the entire range r <r'< <x>. Using (6) and (4a) in Eq.(4b),
m2r2v2=J2(E)-J2,
and using J-conservation, its range of integration at that energy will clearly be
0 < J< J*(E) = minimum { Jr{E) ; r <r' < <x>}.
(7)
In general, the minimum occurs at a different r' at each energy E. In case we have Jr{E)
<J£E), electrons in the range Jr\E)<J<J^(E), for which v / would actually be positive,
never reach r and must thus be excluded from the integral in (5). Corresponding inward
trajectories, if traced back in time, turn around at radii between r and the (larger) radius
where the minimum in (7) occurs, and are therefore unpopulated: one says that there is a
UJJ2) barrier for r at energy E.
ii) For an ^-electron outgoing at r the /-range of integration will be

JR\E)<J<Jr\E),
electrons in the range 0 < J < JR*(E) having disappeared at the probe. Equation (5) may
now be written as
Ne
Nm

» dE
f-E)
2*n*teZL*n*te&
oxkTeGXP{kTe)[—
Jr{E)
Jr(E)

(8)

Note that, through its dependence on J*(E) [and JR*(E)], the density Ne is a functional of
<P(r), and thus cannot be known for use in solving Eq.(2) for <P(r) before the potential
itself is found; this may result in a complex, iterative numerical solution of Poisson's
equation.
The current is easily found to be

/
Ith

2 "? dE

' - ^

V * oJ—* 2 ; exp\kTe)
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J

R (-#)
pmeR2kTe

(9)

Since we have JR (E) < JR(E) from the definition in (7), current would be maximum under
the condition JR{E)=JR{E)
for 0<E<co
[no potential barrier for radius R at least, the
second term in the bracket of (8) now reducing to a function of local r and 0\. This is the
orbital-motion-limited (OML) regime; setting JR\E) = JR(E) in (9) one would find
JQML

hh

f
\
4 e®P
erfc
+ exp
n kT„
kT
e J

eOt

(10)

V V~kT„
e

with erfc the complementary error function, and the ratio IoMiJIth depending only on
e0P/kTe. At high bias (e<PP/kTe typically of order 103for tethers) (10) reads
kT„
4e<J>,
4eOp
1+(10')
7dcT„
2e<S>
7ikT„
hh
PJ
IOML ~ 2RLeNm j2e<Pp I me

(e0p »

kTe).

(11)

For other parameters fixed, the OML current will be reached if if is less than some
maximum radius Rmwo With E ~ kTe«
e0p we have JR(E) » JR(0), and Eq.(9) for the
general case can be rewritten
/

°? dE

= J

-E

exp kT
P

JR*(E)

(9')

JR(0)

I OML 0 kTe
Note that condition Jr (0) = J^O) suffices to have J*(E) = J^E) in the entire
range 0 < E < oo (no potential barrier) for a particular r. From 7/(0) x r20{f) it follows
that the no-barrier condition for a radius r is
r 2 ^ ) <r '20{r')
(r < r' < oo),
(12)
Eq.(8) then reading
N

°° dE

-£

-IJRM
(13)
Jr(E)
JfeT,e J
Also, the OML condition would clearly require the potential to satisfy
R20p <r20{r),
(R<r<oo).
(14)
Finally, note that a potential satisfying
d(r20)/dr > 0 ,
(r0 <r < oo),
(15)
for some radius ro, would have no potential barriers in the entire range ro<r<<x>.
Usually, orbits are analysed by depicting and discussing the family of functions
UJr) in the energy vs radius plane, with angular momentum as parameter (effective
potential formulation [10], [11]); or the family Jj?2(r) in the squared angular-momentum vs
radius plane, with energy as parameter (turning-point or impact-parameter formulation [12],
[13]). However, conditions (14-15), and the density Ne as a functional of the full potential
structure, can be best illustrated by displaying 0 versus 0pR2/r2, with the ordinate-toabscissa ratio proportional to r20 (Fig.l). Condition (15) requires that
0r2/0pR2
decreases to a minimum when moving away from the origin up to some profile point 0.
Figure 1 schematically displays the actual potential profile beyond the OML regime (/ <
/OML); this may be taken as an ansatz that is used in solving Poisson's equation and verified
in the solution.
Faraway quasineutrality, Ne&Nt, shows a behavior 0~\lr. As one moves up on
the profile, r20{r) decreases to its minimum at radius r0. The quasineutral solution
exp
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remains valid further above, up to a point 1 where - d<t>ldr diverges; r\ is a sheath radius.
Points 0-1 if drawn to scale would lie very close to the origin in Fig.l because e0o and
e0i are of order of kT, whereas e0p/kT, is veiy large. In the broad region between radii
ri and R the ion density is negligible, and P&(r) reaches a large maximum before
dropping to R20p at the probe.
The structure of the r-family of straight lines, f=J2(E)
[or E=Ur(J2)] in the fE plane (Fig.2), as considered by Laframboise [11], determines the functions Jr (E) and
JR(E):
Figure 1 serves to illustrate that structure. As r decreases moving up in the
potential profile, the line slope steepens monotonicaUy while the line foot J2(E = 0) varies
as r20(r), the line moving to the left in Fig.2 for all positive energies [and Eq. (13)
holding] throughout the range r > r0. Past point 0, however, the line foot moves back to
the right till a point m [where r20(r) is maximum in Fig. 1] is reached. Since we have
rm20m > r20\ > ro2(Po and rm<r\< ro, the r-lines in this range generate an envelope in
Fig. 2, and result in effective-potential barriers.
The envelope J2 = Jen2(E) is determined by the equations J2 - J2(E) = 0, d\J2 J?{E)]ldr = 0, yielding the parametric representation
J2 = Jenv2(r) = -mer3e d&ldr,
(16a)
E = Eemir) = -e<Hr)- V2 red<Pldr.
(16b)
The envelope touches each line at the point given by Eqs.(16a, b). As the Fig. 1 profile
itself, the envelope in Fig. 2 is leftward-concave from the ro-line to the line for the point of
maximum slope in Fig. 1, where it has a cusp, and rightward-concave from there to the inline. The envelope Ues to the teft-of all lines (making for potential barriers) up to the cusp;
since it leaves the r0 -line at E = 0, and reaches the ri-line asymptotically as Eem and
Jem2 (formally) diverge with -dQIdr as r -» n in the quasineutral solution, only the range
r0 • n counts, in practice, for determining the barriers (Fig.2). [Note that the quasineutral
solutions above and below point 0 meet at an angle: condition Eem,(r) = 0 in (16b)
corresponds to a minimum of r^0, but the quasineutral solution approaching point 0 from
below will have no such property. The full Poisson equation, however, suffices to locally
round the profile, with no effect beyond some immediate neighborhood.]
For each radius between r0 and r\ only that part of the envelope below the
touching point enters in the determination of Jr (E); we would thus have
Jr*(E) = Jem{E) [ = ME)]
for E< Eem(r) [ > Eem(r)].
(17)
As r approaches r\, however, Eem£r) diverges, and Jr (E) = Jem(E) becomes valid for
all energies. As 0 rises rapidly with decreasing r above point 1 in Fig.l, the line foot in
Fig.2 moves far to the right, the line itself steepening moderately. Within thin layers and
broad region we would then have
Jr\E) = Jem{E)
for E>0
(r Sn).
(18)
At the point m of maximum r20(r) in Fig.l, the line foot turns again to the left,
finally ending at the iMine (Fig.2), which is near-vertical {E ~ kTe « e0p, R « n)- For
the conditions of Fig.l, with point 0 lying below the diagonal [condition (14) not
satisfied], the iJ-line Ues to the right of the envelope foot. Clearly, Eq.(18) fails in some
neighborhood of the probe. At R in particular we have
JR*(E) = Jem(E) for
0<E<Ec,
(19a)
JR*(E) = JR(E)«JR(0)
for E>EC,
(19b)
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with Ec the energy at the crossing of envelope and iMine. This results in a ratio IIIOML <
1. Maximum (OML) current in (9) or (9') would require point 0 to he at or above the
diagonal inFig.l, the entire R line then appearing to the left ofthe envelope in Fig.2; with
E « e0P we would have JR{E) » JR (0), (9') then recovering Eq.(ll) for the high-bias
OML law.
With JR*{E) given by Eqs.(19a, b), and JR(E) = JR (0) = ^J2meR2eOP , the
integral in (9') must be split into separate integrals for intervals 0<E<Ec and E>EC. In
the first interval one needs Jem{E), which involves the structure of the potential in a
narrow radial range. Since the envelope is tangent to both r0 and ri lines, a simple but
accurate approximation for Jem(E) can be readily obtained without actually knowing <JKf),

JeJiE) = Jn\E)-

W^-n»W

.

(20)

We still need to solve for the values r0, &o, ri, and &j, which are unknown and depend
on the entire potential structure.
Equations to determine those four values are as follows: i) The quasineutrality
relation Ne = N, at point 0, with N, and Ne given by (3) and (13) respectively, and
JR*{E) taken from (19a, b). ii) Again, the quasineutrality relation at point 1, with Ne given
by (8), where Jr*(E) is given by (18). ill) Since Eq.(18) holds in some neighborhood
below point 1, the derivative ofthe quasineutrality relation with respect to 0 at n (where
dr/d& vanishes) gives a third relation. Those three equations, together with the relation
defining Ee,
Jem(Eo)=JR(Ee)*JR(0),
(21)
serve to determine e0(/kT„ e@i/kT„ e&pR2/kT,n2, and rilr0 as functions of T/T, and
EJkTe. Equation (9') now gives
I/IOML = a junction of T/T,, EJKTe.
(22)
One can then obtain e0</kT„ e&i/kT„ eOPR1lkTlr\, and rilr0 as functions of T/T, and
I/IOML-

[Above point 1 in Fig.l there are two thin non-quasineutral layers that take the
solution to values &i« 0 « 0P, and to a radius r2 a bit closer to the probe. Since the
quasineutral solution is singular at n, the full Poisson equation must be retained in a layer
above point 1, with charge densities expanded around point-1 values. At a radius ri close
to r\ the potential itself blows up to infinity, requiring a second non-quasineutral thin layer
that just allows a smooth match to the solution in the broad region ranging to the probe
[14]. Here we shall take r% = n.]
In the region above the thin layers we have e0» e0] ~ kT„ e0 » E ~ kTe
(Fig. 1), making NJNX exponentially small. Also, r-lines throughout most of this region
are steep and lie far to the right in Fig.2, allowing approximations JR*{E) ~ Jem(E) = J*(E)
«JJE)<*JJP) in the integral for Ne/Nx in (8) to yield
N„ K R Wv
(23)

K

°?dE
l-E)^Jem(E)
JR*(E)]
=J
exp
2 emK '—K v ' ,
\kTe)l
JR(0)
JR(0) J
0kTe
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(24)

with K again a function of TJTt and IIIOML- Note that use of JXE) * JJO) and (18)
fails near n and if respectively, and will overestimate Ne, whereas taking JR*IJT and
JemlJr small to equate arc to *we in (8) underestimates Ne and fails near both i\ and
if. Clearly, the error will be smaller the greater the bias.
Introducing new variables,
2/3
TV Xj

M=ln—,

g=

e<J>

K Rt\

(25a, b)

\e<bp

Poisson's equation, and the boundary conditions imposed by matching to the second layer,
become
a^?2„
g e -u

dz
g=—=0
du

te^4/3)

(26)
dir
V#
This fully determines g{u), which is a parameter-free function. The boundary condition 0
= 0P at r = R then yields
u=0

n_ADi e<SF

« " *

With both K and ^kTj/eOpti/R

at

(27)

K- i??l A7)

functions of 7VT, and IIIOML, Eq.(27) yields III0ML

as a function G(R/XDe, e&P/kTe, TJT,).
Since n/i? is large, one might use the asymptotic form of g(u) at large u
g*C(u-B),
[C-2.0854,
5*0.3511],
near the probe. This potential behavior shows how the high bias makes space-charge effects
negligible within some probe neighborhood, <P(r) taking the form of a (logarithmic)
solution to the 2D Laplace-equation,
0

W <J>p

1-

\n(r/R)

(28)

hx(ri/R)-B

This Laplace behavior will later allow extending results for a wire to probes with arbitrary
cross-sections.
The ratio IIIOML is found to be weakly dependent on bias, if high. Also, the
dependence on R/Xoe and TJTi can be reasonably approximated by a simple law that
should be useful in tether design,
=G
T

R

ed>P Te_

OML

R—R„
' De

Here Rmm =RmJXDe

=G

R

1

R

• De

e

(29)

Tt

is roughly a decreasing function of the ratio TJTh and G is some

universal function [G(0) = 1 , G decreasing with increasing positive argument]. Writing
this argument as (RIRmm - 1 ) x Rmax,

one verifies that 1/IQML drops faster with R/Rmax the

higher Rmax, i.e. the lower TJTh At conditions of interest for tethers
3

10 ) one finds

Rmax~^-
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{TJTe~l,e&plkTe~

The R = Rmax limit corresponds to Ec = 0, with Jem(0) = JR(0) and point 0
lying on the diagonal of Fig.l, giving / = IOML- Consider now the OML regime, RlRmax <i
1, with / = IOML throughout this radius range. For the non-OML conditions considered
until now, the potential profile below point 0 in Fig.l [determined by using (13) in the
quasineutrality equation] varied with JR*(E), and thus with RIRmax. In the OML regime,
however, we have JR\E) = JR(E), and thus identical profile, throughout. As RIRmax
decreases from unity, point 0 just moves down on that particular profile away from the
diagonal, with ^(pplro <t>o decreasing too.
2.2 - ARBITRARY CROSS-SECTION TETHERS
2.2.1 - Convex cross sections
The OML current law for a cylindrical probe is very robust. Laframboise and Parker
showed that it is valid independently of cross-section shape if convex enough [15], currents
to two probes being equal at equal bias, length and cross-section perimeter p. The highbias current [Eq. (11)] should be written as
IOML

= £LeNx J ^

(e®P»kTe).

(11')

\ me
Also, OML current density is uniform over the probe surface independently of its shape.
The OML law requires that the unperturbed electron distribution function be isotropic but it
does not require a rotationally symmetric potential. It holds independently of the ion
distribution function, and in the high-bias case it holds independently of the particular
isotropic electron distribution. Note, finally, that the ratio IOMLJIIII is independent of RJXr,e
and TJTj values over a large domain of validity in the 3D space of parameters R/Aoe,
TJT, and e@P/kTe.
For an arbitrary convex cross-section, it remains to determine the domain of OML
validity and the current law beyond. For wires the current / was written as [Eq.(29)]
K

1

=

IOML(P)XG

R

e<S>P T^

(30)

with IOML(P) given by (IT) and G = l for R=pl2n <Rmax = XDeX Rmax{eQP lkTe,
Tj/Te). We will now show that for any convex cross-section there is some equivalent radius
Reg xp to be used in (30) the way R =pl2n is used for the circle cross-section of a wire.
We first recall that when R is taken larger than Rmax (or when Xoe, and thus
Rmax, decreases with growing density N«, at fixed R), the current to a wire drops below
the OML value as a size effect related to behavior of the potential profile <P(r) far from the
probe. For R ~ Rmax the profile at high bias exhibits a relative minimum of r2$(r) at
certain faraway radius,
r0 ~ R 4eQ>PlkTe» R;
(31)
2
for R > Rmax, that roinimum of f&(r) lies below its value i ? ^ at the probe. Then,
trajectories that hit the probe within some range of glancing angles are unpopulated: the
probe being attractive, they come, not from the background plasma, but from other points
on the (non-emissive) probe, after having turned back at potential barriers, at large distances
~r0.
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A second important result was that, because of the very high bias (and even though R
~ AD), the space charge has negligible effects within some extended region around the
probe, where the Laplace equation holds and the potential <Hf) takes the form (Eq. (28)]
0/0P«la\n(r/R),
R<r«r0
(32)
Ma ~ to (r0/R) ~toJe®,, lkTe
(moderately large).
(33)
The fact that the potential obeys the Laplace equation over a large probe neighborhood
proves now essential in allowing to extend the analysis of wires to probes with arbitrary
cross section by determining the proper radius Reg.
Elliptical cross sections may be directly analysed by using elliptical coordinates
v, w, describing a family of confocal ellipses and hyperbolas. With x, y cartesian
coordinates in the cross-section plane, and w(x, v) = const representing the ellipses, which
rapidly approach circles as w increases, any value w = wp serves to describe an elliptical
cross-section. Because of the high bias, the Laplace equation is again valid within an
extended probe vicinity, which reaches where w ellipses are near-circles,
w«to(2r/a)
for w>w*
(w*= 1.5, say),
(34)
where 2a is distance between foci. It may be shown that 0{v, w) is nearly independent of
v everywhere, although the electric field will be nearly radial for w > w* only [7]. The
simplified Laplace equation for the probe vicinity then yields
d20/dw2 * 0 => 0/0PK1a(w-wP).
(35)
Within some limited w-range beyond w* we have, using (34),
0/0P*l-aln(r/Req),
(36)
Beyond w\ the potential behaves as in the case ofa circle of radius Reg, the coefficient a
being taken from the solution for a circle of that radius. For ellipses of eccentricity •^-and^t,
corresponding to thin tapes (wp — 0) and circles, one finds Req = p/8 and Req = plln
respectively.
Equation (36) for the elliptical cross section may be rewritten as
0> ~ l n ( r / r j
r
=
— =-aln—,
(37)
<S>P

HrjReq)

where the radius rx was defined by writing hi(rjReq) = Hoc, thus being comparable to r0.
To determine Req for a general case, one solves the Laplace equation between the contour
of the given cross section, where 0 =0p, and a circle of radius rm » p, where 0
vanishes; far from the cross section the potential will take the form of Eq.(37). This
classical problem, of interest for transmission lines, relates to the determination of the
capacity per unit length Q between two cylinders; with the electric field nearly radial at
the outer circle one readily finds, using (37), Q » 2n&>a = 27ie0l\x\.{rJReq).
Conformal mapping, expansions in circular harmonics, and image methods have
been used to determine Q in electrostatics, and thus R^ here, for a variety of cross
sections. As examples, for a square, an equilateral triangle and a right-angle isosceles
triangle one finds Req »/>/6.78, R^ xpHAl, and Req^pl%.2%, respectively. One can thus
determine the equivalent radius Req<xp for a general convex cross section characterised by
its perimeter p. The OML law will keep valid as regards size as long as R^ remains
below Rmax, current beyond being given by (30) with Req replacing R. Shape details are
irrelevant to the size effect; the Laplace equation, valid near the probe, filters out to the far
field all information on shape except for the equivalent radius R^.
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2.2.2 - Non-convex cross sections
The OML law will again fail for a non-convex cross section if too large. In addition,
however, the law now also fails as a shape-effect independent of size. Either type of failure
relates to a quite different feature in the potential field. OML failure due to shape relates to
the behavior of the potential field near the probe, ultimately dependent on the degree of
cross-section convexity. For a thin tape, for instance, one finds
Illomip) *l-yc?
for
R^ (=plZ)<Rmax.
(38)
The current reduction described by (38) can be understood by noticing that, for any point on
the tape, trajectories that would hit it within some (very narrow) range of glancing angles
are unpopulated: they would had come from other points on the tape, having kept close to it
throughout. This current reduction holds no matter how small Req or p. On the other
hand, shape is here determinant. Equation (38) holds for any elliptical cross section with
coefficient y depending on eccentricity; for a cross section evolving from thin tape to
circle, y will finally vanish at certain eccentricity, the OML current law holding in the limit
case of a (R<Rmax) circle.
For repelled particles, all trajectories leaving (backward in time) from a point in a
non-concave probe reach back to infinity; this leads to the old result that current to a
retarding probe is independent of probe shape. Attracted particles, however, might actually
return to a probe not convex enough. Such a trajectory must become tangent from the inside
to some equipotential line of lower curvature at the turning point [15]. This can only hold in
a thin layer next to the tape. To determine how potential barriers in this layer reduce the
current, it suffices to consider trajectories in the near potential field, <Z> = <X>p [1 - aw(x, y)],
leaving points in the tape at small upward glancing angles to either right or left. The
calculations give ym 0.058. Although a tape thus comes out not to be convex enough, its
shape failure is quite weak; with a [given by (33)] logarithmically small for the bias of
interest, the current in (38) lies less than 1% below the OML value.
The reduction of current below the OML value for cross sections that are small can
be substantial if they present definitely concave segments. Trajectories that hit a point on a
concave segment would be unpopulated over a wide range of incoming angles. The OML
law, nonetheless, may still be used to great accuracy if the actual full perimeter p is
replaced in (30) by the perimeter peq of the minimum-perimeter (convex) envelope of the
cross section, made of segments of the actual cross section and of straight connecting
segments. For a cross section made of two adjoining circles, for instance, we would have
Peq » 0.82/> = 6.55 R^, with Reg taken from exact results for the capacity per unit length
between the two-circle cylinder and a large, centered, circular cylinder.
To understand why Eq.(30) holds when p is replaced by p^q note that i) the value
of ^0(r) averaged over the niinimum-perimeter envelope may be shown to be extremely
close to the value V<Pp in (30); ii) all trajectories reaching the envelope from the faraway
plasma would certainly hit the probe; and Hi) conditions in the vicinity of the straight
connecting segments would be similar to conditions around a tape as far as convexity is
concerned, resulting in current reduction that is fully negligible as in Eq.(38). Note that
point ii) would fail for any convex envelope of larger perimeter, while point Hi) would fail
for a concave envelope lying between the actual cross section and its rninimum-perimeter
envelope (trajectories reaching such a concave envelope within a sensible range of
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incoming angles would be unpopulated). Introducing the value peq allows accurate use of
the OML law for non-convex cross sections.
2.2.3 - Cross sections made of disjoint parts
Based on issues such as survivality, use of multiline tethers has been suggested.
Consider the case of two disjoint circles with centers at moderate distance. Here the mere
concept of a minimum-perimeter envelope proves unsatisfactory, peq exceeding the full
perimeter p. This failure relates to condition it) in Sec. 2. 2. 2. For non-adjoining probes
such as these, not all trajectories arriving from the faraway plasma at the straight segments
connecting the circles would hit the probe; some trajectories reach opposite connecting
segments and escape.
Although the current density at those connecting segments may have the OML value,
only some fraction / will correspond to trajectories reaching either circle. The OML law
may still be used, however, if peq is replaced by some effective perimeter pef accounting
for / This factor is easily determined because trajectories are approximately straight inside
the minimum-perimeter envelope, V(P(r) averaged over the envelope still being close to
the actual value V<Pp on the cross sections. This results in a vector velocity that is nearly
constant. For a distance between centers four times the radii, say, we readily find pejg-»
0.92p. Note that this simple calculation would fail for distance between centers large, when
trajectories between circles could not be approximated as straight; one could still determine
f, however, by solving for trajectories in the Laplace near field.
Results for Req, peq, and pejf serve to determine collection interference in multiline
tethers.

3 - ELECTRON COLLECTION OR EJECTION BY PLASMA CONTACTORS
3.1 - DOUBLE-LAYER CONTACTORS
3.1.1 - The spherical collector
Consider again electron collection, as in Sec. 2, but now let the collector, say a
Langmuir probe, be spherical. One can readily obtain equations for electron density and
current in this 3D geometry, corresponding to Eqs. (8) and (9),
-E]jr(E)+p2(E)-JR*2(E)-2^Jr2(E)-Jr*2(E)
Ne ™dE
——
=J
exp
kTe
4it 42mer2kTe
I
<? dE
JR2(E)
-E
— = JT^r e x P
kTe 2meR2kTe
hh
0 '« e

(39)
(40)

In Eqs. (39) and (40), /,# = 4&R eNx *JkTe I2mne is the random current, and JAE) and
J*(E) are again defined by Eqs. (6) and (7). The 3D OML current would be obtained by
taking JR(E) =JR(E), 0 < £ < « , yielding IcmJIth = 1 + e@P/kTe. At high bias and for
probes of equal area, the 3D OML-current is much greater than the 2D OML-current. As
now shown, however, the 3D OML law is never reached.
Quasineutrality here yields a faraway behavior 0 ~ 1/r2, profile slope thus being
finite at the origin of Fig. 1, as opposed to the 2D case. The OML law would now require a
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profile slope a > 1 [0 » a x 0PR2/r]. Setting JR (E) = JR(E) in (39) and assuming the
profile is downward concave [//(E) s Ji(E)], a11^ using Eq. (3) for Nt and condition
e0PlkTe » 1, we find a * 1/[2(1 + J,,/?} )] < 1, contrary to the hypothesis. If the profile
turned upwards as it leaves the origin, there would exist a line envelope in Fig. 2, with
J*(E)=Jem(E) for E<Eem(r), and J*{E) = J^E) for E>Eem,(r) [seeEq. (17)]. Since
Eem(r) in Eq. (16b) arises from deviations from (0 ~ l/r2)-behavior of order higher than
1/r2, the contribution from the last term in the last fraction in (39) can still be ignored, as
with the downward concave profile.
We note that the conclusion that the 3D OML current is never reached is not
dependent on a high-bias condition. For e0plkTe small, in particular, one just needs to
replace Eq. (3) with the equation [see Ref. 14]
f
A V
AR2/r.2
1
= 1(41)
g(X)-Al~g
exp
exp
2 2
2 2
2g(0)
1-R lr
j
K\-R lr
e

A-

(®p-®)
kT

X

(42)

i

Assuming a profile slope at the origin in Fig. 2, a > 1, we find a = 1/2 < 1.
With a < 1 the profile must turn upwards as it leaves the origin; hence, there
always exists a line envelope in Fig. 2, with JR (E) < JR(E) over some energy range. At
high bias the slope at the origin is then
*2/

JRZ(E)
2 ( 1 + 7 ; / r , ) f l * j dE exp(-E/kTe)
(43)
okTe ^nElkTe
2meR2e$>p
hm
If e0plkTe is large but XnJR is small, the ratio IIIOML, and thus the slope a, is small
[with JR{E) « JR{E) over a substantial £-range in Eqs. (40) and (43)]. An approximate
analysis shows the plasma to be quasineutral beyond a sheath radius rSh such that
I!Ith~rsh2IR2,
with a sheath equation (setting Tt = Te = Tx to ignore any Tj/Te dependency)

(Ap^/R^eOp/kT^
(I'hh)

2/3

'"ft

(44)

(45)

For (Affo/R) \4/3,eOp/kTao small, the function Fp is small, with rs/,/i?wl and ///,;,« 1.
The slope a decreases fast with increasing bias (a ~ kTJe&p) and the profile in Fig. 1
follows a thin sheath behavior: it keeps low for almost the entire radial range, suddenly
rising to the value 0= 0P at the probe. For {Ap^lR) ,4/3,e^p/kT^ large, the profile
rises above the diagonal near the origin (thick sheath, rSh » R), but a keeps decreasing,
though slowly, with increasing bias, a ~ (kTJe0p) x (ADJR) • There is now a probe
neighborhood where space-charge has negligible effects and the potential follows a 3D
Laplace behavior, 010p » Rlr (the slope profile at the right top corner in Fig. 1 being lA).
Fp is now linear in rsf,IR, leading to [14]
{AD^R)AIZe<$>PlkTx
(46)
Vllth) 7/6
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3.1.2 - Core/double-layer contactor regime
At fixed bias <P? and radius R, the electron current collected (now called
4„„) can be increased by using an "active" collector or plasma contactor (a Hollow
Cathode working as anode), which expels an ion current 4„„ while producing a plasma in
its neighborhood; subscript an refers to current Ie,an being collected (anodic) and current
Itjm, being ejected, h i keeping the geometrical symmetry of the previous analysis for just
discussing contactors, we assume that some representative radius R can be assigned to the
contactor and that the flow follows a spherical sector geometry; at the end all currents
should be scaled down by the ratio between its solid angle and 4n. A s I^a„ is increased
from zero, a thick sheath gets thicker while its net negative charge decreases, until a critical
ion current is reached for which the net charge vanishes and the sheath becomes a double
layer. At ion currents above critical, the double layer lies detached from the contactor,
sandwiched between the quasineutral region beyond rs/, and a quasineutral core in the
range R<r<rDL
(inner radius of the double layer).
An approximate but comprehensive analysis o f plasma contactors solves
separately for the three regions above in a simplified way [16]. Only the ambient particles,
both collected (electrons) and rejected (ions) enter the solution for the region beyond rs/„
which recovers Eq. (44),
h,aJh,th~r^lR2.
(44')
The double-layer structure is determined by the collected and ejected species (ambient
electrons, contactor ions), yielding
(W*) 4 / 3 ^W^ asfmctimof ^ le^fc
(4?)
r
m
(h,an^e,th)
sh ^i,anyj ic
£ £ & ) as function of &L, W » £ .
(48)
r
®P
sh
li,an4mic
Only the plasma species produced by the contactor, both ejected (ions) and confined
(electrons) enter the solution for the core, yielding
'-*- as function of
kT
rjOL
ecl
Equations (44') and (47)-(49) determine

e

Ml-^^\.
®P .

!**• as function of
fef^,
£*£.,
?*"J»*
Ie,th
V R J kTx kTec
ATtBfeN^kT^llx
Here /»„ and Tec are contactor ion mass and electron temperature.
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(49)

. (50)

At the critical ion current, Eq. (49) is an identity {$KrDL) = d>p at rDL = R] and (48) gives
a relation
J

e,m,4^

=

a

WW

( R^

•* i,an "V ' " w

r

at critical.

(51)

sh

Equation (51) is the so-called Langmuir relation for the structure of a double layer with
particles that enter it from both sides having kinetic energies small against the potential
energy jump, e0P. Wei and Wilbur gave aww~V% at Rlrsh small, and aww~^ at Rlrsj,
» 1 (planar double layer) [17]. Usually the double layer gets thinner as //_„„ is increased
beyond its critical value.
A plasma contactor serves to reach higher values of the current ratio lejaJIe,OML,
which otherwise would be very small at the high bias and low X&JR of interest. The
Ie,aJIe,OML ratio clearly has unity as upper bound. This makes for an upper bound on the ion
current emitted itself; actually, such bound would overestimate the maximum ion current
that can be ejected, because the electron current will again not attain its OML value. Setting
Tt = Te and adding Nt {emitted)»IiyanIAnr1e^2e<Pp/tnic to the quasineutrality condition, Nt
+ Nj (emitted)« Ne, at faraway distances, Eq. (43) reads
m
1
1= = \cm4
ic
\kT^
—— ,— x
h,OML 4 4 ^ " Ie,an4™e ¥**>/
The ratio 7f,anV/»fc I Ie,a„^me, which had a maximum about 8 at critical, decreases above
critical [see Fig. 2 in Ref. (16)]. Since e&P/kTe is large, we necessarily have a<l and

*e,an

—I

t h u s Ie,an < Ie,OMl-

Plasma contactors may also eject electrons (Field-emission Arrays are being
considered at present as alternative active cathodes). Operation of cathodic and anodic
plasma contactors exhibits certain symmetry in case of equal ion and electron contactor
temperatures. With 7/7,& <x I^m, the general Eq. (1) for passive collection, which is valid
for cylinders and spheres, shows that the electron and ion currents to corresponding
collectors (equal radius and opposite bias), satisfy the symmetry relation,
h,cat4mia~h,an4™~e • Here mia is the ambient ion mass and subscript cat labels
current 7,j0at as collected (cathodic); for temperatures unequal but comparable, as in the
ionosphere, the discussion that follows would suffer no basic modification. The symmetry
above can also be seen in the detailed equations (44) and (45). In case of active collection,
and assuming Tic = Te„ the respective detailed equations (44') and (47)-(49) show that
equal values of Ie^me
and Iim^mic for corresponding contactors, lead to equal values of
7,-,oaW'M(o and h&dm,,. Note that ambient-to-contactor ion mass ratio m,c/m,fl * 1 and
(common ion, electron) temperature ratio TJTX * 1 do not break the symmetry.
In spite (or because) of mis symmetry, an active collector has effects dramatically
different for anodic and cathodic contact. This is because the disparity of masses makes the
electron current (whether collected or emitted) dominant. In the anodic case, the contactor
just makes the collected electron current closer to its upper bound Ie,om, as mentioned. In
the cathodic case, it both makes the collected ion current closer to its own upper bound
IWML [even if negligibly (V/we/»?fo-times) smaller than Ie,oMi[ and allows for an ejected
electron current about Vm/we-times greater.
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3.2 - CATHODIC CONTACTOR VERSUS ANODIC CONTACTOR
Clearly, passive ion collection is highly inefficient, making active contact
necessary for cathodic charge-exchange. The question remains whether anodic and cathodic
contactors can attain comparable currents. There is general consensus that cathodic contact
is easier or more effective. We now show in this respect that the symmetry of Eqs. (44'),
(47)-(49), discussed in Sec. 3.1.2, is broken by a number of physical effects.
Actually, cathodic contact is favored, in a sense, by that symmetric system itself, a
fact again arising from the electron current (whether collected or emitted) being dominant.
Consider an anodic contactor at critical (rDL = R). Using (51) in (47) with rDL = R one
finds
(XDxIRfl3,eQ>PlkTm
rsh
^-^
,.
as function of -^n-,
R
and, using (44'),
as function of (AD^/R)
e^p/kT^

Vewfc?

Clearly, I,\cat^mia will have the same value for the corresponding cathodic contactor at
critical itself. Since the ratio rsi,/R will then be equal for both contactors, Eq. (51) shows
that the emitted currents will satisfy I<,tCat~Jme = Iiia„^mic. Equation (51), again, yields
*e,an
I R
= aww\ — .
1
e,cat
\rsh J
Note that current to the cathodic contactor can be as high as 8 times the current to the
corresponding anodic contactor, both at critical. A similar result is found beyond critical,
when comparing contactors collecting currents that are equal fractions of the respective
OML currents, Ie,JIe,oML = hoJhoMLThe ambient plasma is a first source of asymmetries, arising from Bo and Umt
effects. We first argue that such effects, which were ignored in Sec.2, are indeed negligible
for bare-tether electron collection. As regards the geomagnetic field Bo, there exists an
upper bound to the current to a probe in a magnetised collisionless plasma, the ParkerMurphy law. At high bias, in 2D geometry, one has
IpM « I OML

ii

R-

This suggests that if R is much less than leo (ambient electron gyroradius), the IPM bound
then lying well above IOML, the OML current should hardly be affected by magnetic effects.
Actually, the PM law makes no space-charge consideration. When space-charge is talcen
into account, a second condition is required for magnetic effects to be negligible, namely
foe« ho [7]. Taking R ~ XDe, both conditions are reasonably satisfied by a tether in LEO
orbit.
Regarding Usat effects in 2D geometry, we note that, as discussed in Sec. 2. 2, the
2D OML law does not require rotational symmetry. However, the mesothermal character of
the flow [Usa, small (large) compared with electron (ion) thermal velocity] results in a
paradox. The faraway electron population would still be (nearly) isotropic; Laframboise and
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Parker showed that Ne is then necessarily less than Nx [15]. On the other hand, the
hypersonic ion flow will result in JV,- exceeding Nm in a broad region on the ram side of
the flow. Quasineutrality would thus be violated in a region of dimension much larger than
Aoe- The resolution of the paradox seems to lie on E < 0 electrons trapped in bound
trajectories not accounted for by Laframboise and Parker. The collisional trapping rate
proves too slow [7], the key process being collisionless (adiabatic) trapping [18], [19]. As
troughs in electron potential energy develop when quasineutrality is originally broken,
electrons are trapped in a process that is adiabatic (in the mechanical sense) because the ion
motion controlling Q time-variations is slow compared with the motion of electrons in
their bound orbits.
The 3D case is quite different as manifest in the TSSlR-tether results [20]. Current
not being OML, Umt effects on the flow are determinant for collection; also, R was there
much greater than ho (and Aoe). Both effects hold for a contactor, its smaller "radius" still
being greater than both foe and le0. Geomagnetic field effects affect electrons and
definitely favor cathodes because the gyroradius of electrons they eject is greater than ho
and increases as their flow diverges outwards. Spacecraft velocity effects affect ions.
"Whatever their character, they should be weaker for a cathode, which will collect ions from
all directions under a (negative) bias that is typically several times the ion ram energy (~ 5
eV).
The core is also a source of asymmetries, though no definite consequences are clear.
First, note that electrons accelerated by the double layer into the core of an anodic contactor
may result in ionization external to the contactor, helping to drive the ion current that
sustains the double layer itself. There is no such effect in case of a cathode, which
accelerates electrons out to the ambient quasineutral region. While often relevant in the
laboratory, external ionization will probably make no effect, however, at the lower neutral
densities found in orbit.
Secondly, our assuming equal temperatures Tic = Tec in Sec. 3.1.2 will not hold
in general. In the plasma produced by the contactor, whichever species are ejected and
confined, ions will have temperatures comparable to ambient ion and electron temperatures
(~ 0.1 eV), whereas electrons are typically one order of magnitude hotter (~ 1 eV). This
breaks the symmetry between cathodic and anodic operations, although effects are
somewhat balanced. Consider again corresponding contactors at collected currents that are
equal fractions of the respective OML current, Ie,aJh,OMi ~ hcJhoML- As can be seen in
Fig. 2 of Ref. 16, the anode will now require a comparatively greater emitted current. On
the other hand, the ratio Ie,<mlle,cat is also increased.
Although a full, satisfactory model of contactors is lacking, there is, finaEy, a
clear basic asymmetry between cathodes and anodes in the physics of the contactor itself.
Electrons are produced inside the contactor by both thermoionic emission and ionization of
flowing (usually xenon) atoms. Ions, which are required to sustain quasineutrality inside,
are only produced by ionization. In the case of an anode, the steady supply of xenon is
directly related to the ion current ejected; electrons cannot escape, and are continuously
returning to the contactor. In the case of a cathode, however, there is no such direct relation
between xenon supply and the core, double-layer, and ambient regions outside. Ions return
to the contactor continuously and escape indirectly by leaving as neutrals.
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4 - CHARGE BALANCE IN THE ISS
Use of bare tethers for reboost of the International Space Station, to maintain its
approximate circular orbit, was formally proposed to NASA in 1996 [21]. The baseline ISS
reboost method is a traditional bi-propellant rocket thruster that must be refueled by SoyuzProgress vehicles. Substantial savings would result from using tethers instead of chemical
thrusting. Operational and technical issues on BT reboost, such as safety concerns on
Shuttle rendez-vous and flight path, and the impacts of tether-libration and off-angle thrust
on microgravity environment and long-term ISS orbit, are still being discussed [22]. The
natural downwards deployment for thrusting might not be the favored option.
Use of bare tethers as secondary power-generation system was proposed to NASA
in 1996 too. A NASA (Marshall Space Flight Center) experiment to test bare-tether
collection, the Propulsive Small Expendable Deployer System (ProSEDS), is tentatively
scheduled to be set in orbit in August 2002 [23]. Preliminary laboratory tests on collection
have shown reasonable agreement between theoretical formulations and experimental data
[24], [25]. Actually, bare-tether collection has already been verified on board the ISS.
The ISS structure is electrical ground for the station. Because of the ISS highvoltage power-generation system, exposed electrical cell connections on the photovoltaic
arrays are 160 V positive relative to ground. Such connections may collect up to 0.4 A
from the ionosphere. It has been estimated that in the absence of any mitigation, the Station,
if not in eclipse, or its solar-array active side in the wake, could be forced to float as much
as 120 V negative to the plasma, to make its entire structure act as a passive ion collector
[3], [26]. Most ISS surfaces are anodized with a thin dielectric coating. Arcing might then |
lead to dielectric breakdown, giving rise to a variety of hazards.
I
As a control strategy, the ISS carries onboard two Hollow-Cathode, xenon plasma
contactors. Each contactor is able to eject up to 10 A at negative bias below 20 V. This will
practically "clamp" the ISS strusture to the ionospheric plasma potential for all reasonable
conditions. The current emitted by the contactor is measured in real time, A complex
instrument on board the ISS (FPP = Floating Potential Probe), which includes a Langmuir
probe, was in function since late 2000, to measure ionspheric plasma conditions. A
complex computer code, Environment WorkBench (EWB), integrates models for orbital
motion, ionosphere, geomagnetic field, and ISS geometry.
In the early months of 2001 the ISS contactor regularly showed night-time currents
reaching above 0.1 A. It was realized that the station was then passing repeatedly over the
southern auroral oval south of Australia, and its greater associated density; yet, the active
side of the arrays were in the wake and the EWB code could not account for the current
emitted by the contactor. Also, when contactors were switched off as a test on the ISS, the
EWB code again showed disagreements with ISS potentials measured by the FPP.
It was then realized that each solar array mast, 40 m long, has around 400 m of
tensioning rods made of stainless steel. At the magnetic latitudes of interest, the
geomagnetic field is near vertical; also at the periods considered, the masts were both nearly
horizontal and perpendicular to the orbital velocity. This results in maximum motionally
induced field in the rods. When the bare-tether collection model under the induced bias was
included in the EWB code, near perfect agreement was found between data and code
predictions on both current, with contactor on, and floating potential with contactor off [3].
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Figure Captions
z
1 Schematics of potential 0 versus 0PR3.1.1
/r' for R > Rmax (maximum radius for the OML
regime to hold).
2 Straight lines in the E (energy) vs J2 (squared angular momentum) plane, for the r-family
defined in Eq.(10), f = J2{E). Shown are /--lines for the probe and for Fig.l points
0, land m [where r20(f) is maximum], as well as the envelope of lines in the r0r\ range.
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